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Abstract
As mortality improves faster than expected, life insurance companies are exposed to
longevity risks through annuity business, even if they reduce their exposure by pooling
individual mortality experience. However, liabilities in life insurance and annuity businesses
move in opposite directions in response to possible mortality improvements, which creates a
natural hedging opportunity. This thesis focuses on investigation of this natural hedge
potential inherent in the portfolio consisting of annuity and life insurance elements in various
scenarios over an extended period of time. The numerical results suggest that the ruin
probability is controlled to a very low level when natural hedging is considered. In addition,
the impacts of business composition (annuity/insurance) and interest rate are also examined.
With the natural hedging implemented, a desired effect of risk reduction can be reached by
either pricing with a low discount rate or gaining a high rate of return on capital investment.

K e y w o r d s ; Mortality Improvement, Longevity Risk, Life Insurance, Life Annuity,
Natural Hedging, Surplus Wealth, Ruin Probability
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction
People purchase different life insurance products in order to seek financial protection
against some of life’s major uncertainties (e.g. financial responsibilities in the event of
their death) or to guarantee retirement income. Life insurance and annuity sales are
typically regarded as the two major business lines. With increasing demand, life
insurance business become more widespread and more life policies are issued to meet
people’s needs.
However, by writing insurance and annuity policies, life insurance companies expose
themselves to different risks. Among these risks, both investment risks and mortality
risks are very important, deserving careful analysis and requiring proper management
solutions. Many well-cited researchers such as Pittaco (2007) indicate that literature on
investment risks is very ric h ------several tools dealing with investment risk have been
proposed and implemented in practice. Conversely, Pittaco emphasizes that more investi
gation is required to the study of mortality risks, especially as far as the risk of systematic
deviations is concerned. Furthermore, because of the far-reaching influence of the
significant improvement in population mortality, mortality risks are now playing a larger
role than ever.
Before moving further in this regard, it is worth to clarify a few points of
terminology. Mortality (or demographic) risk is defined not as the risk of a single insured
dying but as “the risk that mortality laws and life tables themselves change in a
nondeterministic way” (Griindl H., Post T. and Schulze R. N., 2006; Olivieri A., 2001).
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In recent years, Pitacco, Denuit, Haberman and Olivieri (2009) demonstrate that mortality
risk can be divided into three types depending on different ways of emergence:
(1) Mortality risk appears as the risk of random fluctuations at the individual level-----as the basic grounds of the insurance business, it is often named as “insurance risk” or
“process risk”;
(2) when the mortality risk appears as a sudden and short-term jump in the frequency of
deaths (eg: due to natural disasters), it is referred to as the “catastrophe risk”;
(3) when the mortality risk appears as the risk of systematic deviations from the expected
mortality rates, it is often referred to as the “uncertainty risk”, but when uncertainty risk
emerges in particular due to an unanticipated reduction in mortality especially during
adult and old ages, “longevity risk” is often used to refer to this aspect of “uncertainty
risk”.
Although this risk classification approach above is commonly acknowledged,
different definitions found in the literature suggest a general blurring of the distinctions
between these terms, eg: Stevens, Waegenaere and Melengerg (2009). Even within the
same classification system, in contrast to Pitacco et al, Stallard (2006) states that
longevity risk can be defined not only at the aggregate level but also at the individual
level. Since the common actuarial methods of insurance pricing are simply based on
aggregate mortality data, in the following we will focus on the study of aggregate
longevity risk, which refers to a possible longer survival time on average than assumed in
pricing annuity policies for the aggregate.
As is widely accepted in actuarial science, for a life insurance company, the possible
deviations from the mortality assumptions used for pricing at the time of contracts being
underwritten are serious threats to its financial performance when writing insurance and
annuity policies. Therefore, understanding the trends in mortality rates over time is very
important for risk management in the context of life insurance.
With respect to mortality trends over past years, significant improvement has been
experienced among many developed countries during the last sixty years (Haberman S.
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and Renshaw A., 2011). This trend is supported by many empirical investigations. For
example, Tuljapurkar, Li and Boe (2000) examine mortality over five decades in the G7
countries (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, UK, US) and find that mortality at
each age in every country over this period has declined exponentially at a roughly
constant rate. This is in accordance with Brouhns, Denuit and Vermunt (2002) that
decreasing annual death probabilities are evident during adult and old ages. However,
Olivieri (2001) and Pitacco (2003) document that higher levels and a larger dispersion of
probability of death at young ages have been observed (due to AIDS and drugs, in
particular). The divergent results in mortality changes encourage us to examine mortality
trends in recent past years.
As for the future trends in mortality, many scholars believe that due to technological
or medical innovation (eg: Stallard E., 2006), improved nutrition and biological human
evolution1(eg: Fogel R. and Costa D., 1997), epidemiologic transition (eg: Bah S. M. and
Rajulton F., 1991), and modified lifestyle (eg: Flegal et al., 2005), the remarkable
decrease in mortality rates across all ages in past years are going to continue. Moreover,
Oeppen and Vaupel (2002) stress that past forecasts of future improvement in life
expectancies almost always turned out too low.
However, some other factors, such as the prevalence of obesity (eg: Olshanky et al.,
2005; Swiss Re, 2004), critical weather conditions (eg: Conti et al, 2005), uncertainty
about future degree of medical services (eg: Schmidt V. H., 2004) could halt or even
reverse the improvements in mortality. For example, Olshanky et al (2005) speculate that
obesity could decrease the current life expectancy by as much as 2 to 5 years in the
coming decades. Nevertheless, in the near future mortality improvements are likely to
remain the main trend.

1 Fogel and Costa (1997) proposed a new theory to explain changes in mortality as functions of: ®
improved nutrition, ©increased body size, ©greater efficiency and durability of vital organ systems.
Moreover, the last two aspects are considered as a form of human evolution that is biological but not
genetic and not necessarily stable.
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If mortality improves relative to expectations, insurer’s liabilities from life insurance
decrease because death benefit payments will be postponed relative to initial expecta
tions. However, at the same time the insurers incur a loss on annuity policies relative to
the original design because more annuity payments must be made to longer- lived
annuitants. This inverse impact of mortality improvement on annuity and life insurance
creates a natural hedging opportunity against longevity risk (as systematic risk). This is
different from the statement in financial theory that systematic risk (also called
undiversifiable risk) is not diversifiable since it influences all businesses equally.
In the literature, relatively few investigations have been carried out regarding the
issue of natural hedging. Natural hedging strategy is extended by Pitacco (2007) to two
situations: one is “hedging across LOBs” (lines of business) and the other is called
“hedging across time”. The annuity/insuance hedge noted earlier describes the former
situation. However, as stressed by Pitacco (2007), although a natural hedge can be
realized inside an annuity product, this product is no longer just a straight life annuity. In
this regard, many financial vehicles, such as survivor bonds (or longevity bonds), have
been proposed to reduce the longevity risks of annuity. Although they represent
potentially important new approaches to manage aggregate longevity risks, there is a long
way before such bonds or other similar instruments become practically feasible (Stallard,
2006).
Moreover, Cox and Lin (2008) propose a pricing model for a mortality swap that is
designed between a life insurer and an annuity writer to create a natural hedge and
provide empirical evidence to show that natural hedging by a mortality swap may take a
lower cost than traditional reinsurance and other derivatives. Likewise, the discussion of
mortality swaps is only now at the exploratory stage, and hence it is not yet feasible in
practice. Wang, Huang, Yang and Tsai (2010) propose an immunization model to
calculate the optimal life insurance-annuity product mix ratio to hedge longevity risks.
But, in their numerical examples, they use a simple combination of whole life insurance
contracts only written at age 35 and deferred annuity at age 45, in which the fact that life
insurances usually concerns different range of ages from annuities is insufficiently
considered. Furthermore, the optimal product mix ratio is difficult to realize in practice,
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due to the complexity of the stochastic environment and the fierce competition in
insurance market.
Therefore, no attention so far has been paid to the effects of natural hedging between
life insurance and annuity businesses on the financial solvency of insurers as longevity of
population increases over time. This thesis attempts to fill this gap to investigate the
natural hedge potential inherent in the portfolio consisting of annuity and life insurance
elements in response to possible mortality improvements in various scenarios to see how
this product hedging plays out in each case over an extended period of time.
The analysis in this thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 contains a demographic
analysis on the current trend of mortality at different life stages in Canada, US and Japan
from 1990 to 2006. In Chapter 3, applying the common actuarial methods of insurance
pricing, we calculate the premiums at each age for term and whole life insurance as well
as whole life annuity and investigate the impacts of mortality improvement on the pricing
of different insurance products. In Chapter 4, we propose a modified insurance risk
model to investigate the natural hedge potential inherent in a life insurance portfolio
consisting of annuity and life insurance elements in response to the increasing longevity
of population. By using Monte Carlo simulation techniques, numerical results of the
variations in insurer’s wealth and ruin probability in various scenarios with different
assumptions in mortality improvement, business composition and interest rate have been
studied. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the main results of the thesis and states some
issues that could be extended for future work.
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Chapter 2

2

Demographic Analysis of Mortality
Trend

As noted in the introduction, the change of mortality rates in a non-deterministic way can
represent a serious threat to the financial performance of life insurance companies.
Unexpected mortality improvement could to some extent impair the accuracy of
estimation in claims related to life insurance and annuity policies. Therefore, the study of
mortality trends based on cross-sectional and longitudinal data sets has important
implications in the following chapters.

2.1

Age Pattern of Mortality

In demography, there have been many different measures introduced to examine the level
of mortality. Among them, the life table technique is one of the most widely used
statistical procedures recommended for analyzing mortality (failure time) data. By using
the Lexis-diagram technique, demographers “translate” period data into a longitudinal
framework to create “fictive” cohorts and then construct a period life table, as generally
used by actuaries for life insurance pricing.
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In order to study the evolution of mortality in Canada over last two decades,
Canadian annual five-year life tables2 in 1990 and 2006 were used for the following
analysis. The corresponding annual life tables in other two developed countries, U.S. and
Japan, in 1990 and 2006 were also included for comparison analysis of annual to decadal
mortality change.
Since in practice actuarial models require single year age-specific death probabilities
to calculate premiums for each age group, while most published life tables available for
most countries are constructed under five-year class intervals (eg: age 0~4, 5~9, 10-14,
etc.), a parametric model of mortality graduation needs to be introduced to smoothly
generate one-year life tables from age to age and in the meantime accurately reflect the
essential underlying mortality patterns based on our five-year life tables. As usual, the
limiting age (denoted as co) in our life table is age 105.

2.1.1

Heligman and Pollard Model

Proceeding from Gompertz’s pioneer work on modeling the force of mortality, many
contributions were made in the field of mortality laws, for example, Makeham’s model,
in which the mortality rate increases nearly exponentially with age (Pitacco E., 2003).
During the past few decades, in order to describe mortality rates throughout the whole
life span, the mathematical formulae of the models in this field began to combine
separate components accounting for different mortality risks during different life stages.
After comparing statistical models for describing human mortality, Hannerz divided
them into two types: (1) mortality in childhood declines rapidly with age and starts to
increase slowly during the middle life and then increases with rapidly rising slope during
the senescence phase (eg: Siler (1983)); (2) besides sharing the common features above,
mortality is described in a more complex expression in the second type, which allows

2 The sex- and age-specific life tables of Canada, US and Japan used in the thesis are obtained from WHO
Statistical Information System (WHOSIS)(http.7/www.who.int/whosis/database/life tables/life tables.cfm).
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addition of the mortality risk associated mainly with the passage into adulthood (often
referred as an “accident hump”) (eg: Heligman and Pollard (1980)) (Hannerz H., 2001).
Generally, most of these statistical models fit observational data well. In contrast with the
first type, by a weighted sum of different functions representing distinct mortality of
different stages over the lifetime span, the second type is more flexible to fit diversified
mortality patterns (Pitacco E., 2003). In particular, the model of Heligman and Pollard’s
eight parameters all have meaningful demographic interpretations. Therefore, with
degrees of fit to mortality data and meaningfulness of parameters as criteria, the
Heligman-Pollard model was chosen as an effective tool for analyzing the changes in age
patterns of mortality from 1990 to 2006.
Heligman and Pollard (1980) proposed the following function of age x and eight
parameters, as the ratio of the death probability \qx 3and survival probability ipx at age x
in life table. It can be written as:

—
= A (x+Bf + D exp [- £ (In x - In F ) 2] + GH x ,
1Px
where \qXj defined as the conditional probability of dying during the one year period
between exact age x and jc+7, can only take values within the interval [0,1], and the
corresponding survival probability \px is equal to the complement of \qx or 1- \qx. Since
the model is applicable to the entire life span, x can take values between zero and the
maximum age co in the life span. The three terms on the right hand side of the expression
contain eight parameters A, B, ..., 77, which represent distinct mortality patterns for
different stages of lifetime. Usually all eight parameters are positive numbers.
In the first term, the parameters A, B, and C were used to account for infant and
childhood mortality. A represents the level of the mortality at a very young age, which is
approximately equal to \q\. B measures the difference of infant mortality \q$ and \q\.3

3 In some textbooks of actuarial science, \qx, as probability of dying within the given year at age x, is also
denoted as “gx” as single-variate function (eg: The Calculus of Retirement Income: Financial Models for
Pension Annuities and Life Insurance (2006)).
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When fixing C, the higher the value of B, the closer \qo is to \q\ (Heligman L. and Pollard
J. H., 1980), that is, the lower the infant mortality. Heligman and Pollard indicated that in
practice parameter B had little effect on mortality rates of non-zero ages. C measures the
rate of mortality decline in childhood and that was interpreted by Heligman and Pollard
as “the rate at which a child adapts to its environment”. Since A is less than one and B
and C are positive, the first term reflects the decreasing mortality with age during the
childhood period.
The second term captures the accident mortality or “accident hump” at young adult
ages with three parameters D, E, and F, which was proposed as an additional part of
mortality added on the “natural curve of mortality” by Heligman and Pollard. This
additional mortality in early adulthood was considered to be caused mainly by accidents
for males and maternal mortality plus accidents for females (Heligman L. and Pollard J.
H., 1980; Bah M. and Rajulton F., 1991; Hannerz H., 2001). In this term, D measures the
severity of the accident mortality, 1/E measures the dispersion and F indicates the
location of the “accident hump” in the life span. In practice, Heligman and Pollard found
an “accident hump” to appear in all mortality curves of different populations, although
some of them had prominent hump while others nearly flattened out.
The final term with two parameters G and H coincides with the well-known
Gompertz curve (Heligman L. and Pollard J. H., 1980), which reflects the rapidly
increasing senescent mortality at old ages. This “Gompertz exponential” term was
generally considered to represent the ageing or deterioration of the body. The parameters
G and H respectively measure the base level4 of this old age mortality and the rate of
increase with age.
After reviewing the demographic interpretations of the eight parameters, the three
components of mortality and their contributions to the age pattern of mortality are
illustrated graphically in Figure 2.1. By combining these three components, Heligman

4 Here, the base level of the old age mortality was technically explained by Heligman and Pollard as
“senescent mortality at age zero” (Heligman L. and Pollard J. H., 1980).
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and Pollard used relatively few parameters to describe the complex shape of the mortality
curve. The further understanding of the specific role and influence of each of the
parameters will be achieved by studying and comparing the mortality curves of Canada,
Japan and US in the next section.5

Figure 2.1: The curve of graduated death probability qx (within one year)
and its three components5

5 Figure 2.1 is cited from the article of Heligman and Pollard in 1980, entitled “The Age Pattern of
Mortality”, Journal of the Institute of Actuaries, 107: 49-80.
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2.1.2

The Changing Pattern of Mortality

Using the program UNABR in the United Nations package for mortality analysis
(MORTPAK), we applied the Heligman-Pollard model to the mortality data of Canada,
Japan and US in 1990 and 2006, and then generated a smooth set of single-year
probabilities of dying (and surviving) together with a life table for each data set. The
values of the eight parameters are shown in Table 2.1, and the corresponding mortality
probabilities are diagramatically presented in Figures 2.2 through 2.6.
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Males
1990

0.00064

0.01462

0.09657

0.00093

6.47364

22.46398

0.00004

1.10208

2006

0.00031

0.01285

0.09918

0.00062

10.31608

21.66124

0.00003

1.10038

1990

0.00103

0.14359

0.13387

0.00061

14.19059

20.57937

0.00003

1.10246

2006

0.00059

0.21491

0.15297

0.00038

11.14453

22.32284

0.00003

1.09763

1990

0.00091

0.05610

0.14996

0.00127

6.31724

23.85416

0.00008

1.09182

2006

0.00095

0.27180

0.26272

0.00104

12.40677

21.92818

0.00007

1.08878

C anada

Jap an

US

Females
1990

0.00048

0.00657

0.08044

0.00018

7.55570

19.89400

0.00002

1.10060

2006

0.00034

0.05086

0.13314

0.00018

9.11713

19.81419

0.00002

1.10127

1990

0.00073

0.10043

0.12078

0.00072

0.53099

_6

2006

0.00046

0.15592

0.13325

0.00017

8.64509

23.24261

0.00002

1.09362

1990

0.00068

0.02885

0.11938

0.00026

7.40617

20.34629

0.00004

1.09408

2006

0.00038

0.03354

0.12564

0.00024

19.49846

19.78680

0.00004

1.09038

C anada

o.ooooo67 1.12322

Jap an

US

6 As analyzed in section 2.1, parameter F represents the location of the “accident hump” in the life span.
Since the usual “accident hump” is in fact nearly non-existent for Japanese females in 1990 (as shown in
Fig. 2.4), parameter F is not applicable.
7 Here, when rounding up 5 decimal places, the value of G is shown as “0.00000” in Table 2.1, but is not
equal to zero.
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Table 2.1: Parameters A-H of the Heligman-Pollard model
(Canada, Japan and US: 1990 and 2006)
Firstly, the changes in the patterns of mortality during infant and childhood from
1990 to 2006 are represented by the values of parameters A, B, and C in Table 2.1. A drop
of about 50 percent in values of parameter A shows that both Canada and Japan (but not
the US) have experienced remarkable improvement in male child mortality \q\ over the
period. In comparison with males, the drop appearing in female child mortalities is less
pronounced in Canada and Japan due to their relatively low levels of child mortality in
1990, while the US results turn out to be the opposite. As shown in figure 2.3 through
figure 2.6, for both females and males in 1990 and 2006, Canada shows the lowest level
of child mortality among the three countries. Moreover, the much sharper decline in male
child mortality over the period further narrows the \q\ gender gap in Canada.
Examining infant mortality, the parameter B for males in Canada has decreased,
while for females it has increased. That is, the infant mortality \qo in Canada for males
has not declined as quickly as \q\, but \qo for females is quite the reverse. The much
higher value of parameter B for females in 2006 indicates their relatively lower infant
mortality as compared to males. On the other hand the increasing values of parameter C
for all the three countries indicate that the rate of mortality decline with age has become
faster during the period from 1990 to 2006. In contrast to Japan and US, female child
mortality in Canada has not decreased but the rate of mortality decline with age has been
faster, and consequently the gender gap in child mortality after age one has in fact
widened (see Fig. 2.2).
Secondly, the patterns of the “accident hump” during young adult ages are
interpreted by parameters D, E, and F. For males in Canada, even though the contribution
of accident mortality has decreased more considerably from 1990 to 2006 (parameter D),
the base level remains much higher than the one for females. It is worth noting that
females in Japan have experienced the most dramatic drop in the base level of accident
mortality. Besides, as the result of increased E value (or decreased 1/E), the accident
hump” for both genders in Canada and US becomes concentrated within a narrower age
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band (see Fig. 2.2). But the decreased dispersion of the “accident hump” in Canada is less
prominent than that for the US. As for the location of the “accident hump” (parameter F),
both Canada and US show a slightly younger age in 2006 than 1990, and furthermore the
ages at “hump” are quite close------about 22 for males and 20 for females (see Fig. 2.2,
Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6).
Thirdly, the age patterns of mortality at old ages are studied by analyzing the values
of parameters G and H. There is some indication of a decline in G for both males and
females in Canada, which suggests a slightly lower base level of the senescent mortality
in 2006. In addition, the values of G are higher for males than for females during the
period, which indicates higher male senescent mortality at old ages (see Fig. 2.2). The
parameter H suggests that the rate of increase in senescent mortality in Canada has
steadily decreased between 1990 and 2006 for males, as well as for both genders in US
and Japan. However, only female data in Canada shows a slightly rising rate of increase
in old age mortality (see Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.6). That is probably because the very low
mortality level at the childhood and young adult ages brings up a biologically weaker old
female population in Canada, with slightly rising rate of increase in senescent mortality.
To summarize, by applying the Heligman-Pollard model, the changes in age patterns
of Canadian mortality have been captured by eight parameters. In the infant and
childhood stages, Canada has seen a very rapid decline in mortality over the last two
decades and a reduction of gender differentials due to more remarkable improvement in
male child mortality. As shown by Olivieri (2001) and Piccato (2003), higher levels and a
larger dispersion of probability of death at young ages (so-called young mortality hump)
than in the past have been observed. However, this is not what we find in our results.
While males retain a higher level of accident mortality in middle ages than females, both
genders reveal a significant decline in the “accident hump” and a more convergent hump
with a narrower age span as well as a slightly younger modal age. As for the senescent
period, in spite of higher level, mortality for males has improved with a decreasing rate of
increase as well as getting closer to that for females. However, due to the very low
mortality at very young ages, female data shows a slightly rising rate of increase in
mortality at the age of senescence.
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Figure 2.2: The graduated qx: Canadian national mortality in 1990 and 2006

Figure 2.3: The graduated qx in 1990: Canada, Japan and US (males)
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Figure 2.4: The graduated qx in 1990: Canada, Japan and US (females)

Age

Figure 2.5: The graduated qx in 2006: Canada, Japan and US (males)
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Figure 2.6: The graduated qx in 2006: Canada, Japan and US (females)

2.2 The Analysis of Mortality Trend
The previous section examines the whole set of single year age-specific conditional
probabilities of dying ¡qx (0< x < 105) for both genders in Canada, US, and Japan, which
denotes the death probability at age a (within one year) by assuming the individual(s)
under study has already survived to age x. But when pricing insurance and annuity
policies, the death probability (or survival) also takes into account the probability of
survival to the specified age x. By definition, the probability of an individual aged x
surviving n more years is simply written in the form
n

nPx=

-1

n 1Px+< .
i=0
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where ipx+i =

1- iqx+i (i = 0, 1, 2...n-l). According to actuarial pricing practice,

considering the conditional probability of survival as above, we expect the probability of
death at specified age x to be given by:
X~\

=Ana-*,) •
1=0

This led us to investigate the curve of the death probability ^ q0 (0< x < 105), in addition
to the standard actuarial approach of considering curves of \qx, for studying the
population mortality experience in Canada, US and Japan. By applying the period
mortality data in 1990 and 2006, the age-specific mortality curves for both males and
females in individual calendar years are shown in Figures 2.7 through 2.9.

Figure 2.7: Age- and Sex-specific mortality rate in Canada (1990, 2006)

mortality rate (Q x)
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Age

mortality rate (Q x)

Figure 2.8: Age- and Sex-specific mortality rate in US (1990,2006)

Age

Figure 2.9: Age- and Sex-specific mortality rate in Japan (1990, 2006)
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After analyzing the age- and sex-specific mortality curves during the last two
decades, the general picture of mortality trend is characterized as follows: (1) The hump
of mortality curve moves towards older ages; (2) despite the hump moving towards older
ages, the peak in mortality curve maintains at a stable or even slightly lower level, instead
of moving up; (3) The mortality of people at young ages decline slightly to a relatively
lower level. However, compared with women, men are still exposed to a more significant
“accident hump” in younger adult ages. In general, the above observations apparently
imply that population mortality experience is significantly improving over time,
especially for men.
Besides the common characteristics in mortality trend above, in contrast with Japan,
the height of the hump in mortality curve at advanced ages is higher for females than for
males in both Canada and US. However, the gap between genders is quite small in
Canada, compared with the apparent difference in US. In contrast, in Japan, the hump of
senescent mortality for females in 1990 is much higher than for males, due to females’
much lower level of mortality at childhood and young adult ages. Then, over about two
decades, the dramatic decline in senescent mortality of females further skews the shape of
mortality curve more to the left, and again brings the hump of the female mortality curve
lower than that of males.
The analysis on the age patterns of mortality for the three countries (Canada, US and
Japan) presented in this chapter led us to the conclusion that significant mortality
improvement has been experienced among them in last two decades. In contrast to the
other two countries, Canada shows a very stable transition in mortality from 1990 to 2006
due to the improvement in longevity (Fig. 2.7). With these stylized facts, we are now
ready to approach the issue of pricing insurance products. In the next chapter, the
common actuarial methods of pricing different insurance products will be introduced to
study the impacts of such improvement on the value of different policies in life insurance
business.
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Chapter 3

3 Impacts of Longevity Risk on the Pricing
of Life Insurance Products
The life insurance industry offers a wide range of financial security products, each
providing insurance against unexpected events. In this chapter, the primary focus is on
individual life insurance products. According to the different designs and related actuarial
regulations, there are all sorts of different products, which mainly consist of life
insurance, annuity, and endowment. Since an endowment can be viewed as a
combination of life insurance and annuity, life insurance and annuities are typically
regarded as the two major business lines. Accordingly, this chapter focuses on studying
the impact of longevity risk on the pricing of both life insurance and annuity policies.
For the purpose of maintaining special efforts on the key topic of the impact of
longevity risk on life insurance pricing, here we focus our interest only on non
participating life insurance policies, in which policyholder does not participate in the
interest, dividends, and capital gains earned by the insurance company on premiums that
were paid by the policyholder.
When valuing or pricing the life insurance policies, in order to simplify the analysis
without losing generality, the premium calculated for each type of contract here is the
“net single premium” (N SP )------“single”, means that the premium charged for a life
insurance contract is paid in a lump sum and then no further premiums are required; “net”,
means that in the calculation of the premium only mortality loss is taken into account,
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while a proportional loading factor used for compensation of sales commissions,
distribution fees and management expenses is not considered here.

3.1 Non-participating Life Insurance
Life insurance, in a narrow sense, is a contract that people purchase in order to seek
assured protection for their lives. For financial planning thinker M. A. Milevsky, life
insurance should actually be called as “death insurance”, since the insurance pays off
only upon the death of the insured (Milevsky M. A., 2006). In general, there are two
basic categories in life insurance policies: temporary and permanent.
The temporary policy, also known as term life insurance, provides assurance during a
specific period of time (eg: one, five or ten years). During the “term” of the insurance
policy, the policy holder will be covered as long as premiums are paid, however the
beneficiary will receive a given amount of claim written in the contract only when the
insured dies within the time period. If the policy owner survives through the term of the
insurance coverage and dies even one instant after the term is over, his (or her)
beneficiary will get nothing. In this sense, the term life insurance is not a good
investment tool, which has nothing to do with savings. But, on the other hand, since term
insurance provides a temporary coverage, be it a short or a long term, the premium will
be much less than the permanent insurance policy, given other terms and conditions
unchanged. Therefore, it is great for temporary needs.
The permanent type of policy is usually referred to as whole life insurance. Unlike
term life insurance, the whole life insurance policy remains in effect during the rest life of
the insured until his death. That is, no matter when the policy holder dies, a guaranteed
death benefit written in the contract will be paid to the beneficiary upon his death.
Therefore, in this case the death benefit is certainly paid at some point in the future. From
this point of view, the whole life insurance policy has some important characteristics of
savings.
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3.1.1

Pricing of Life Insurance Policies

After introducing the two basic categories of insurance policy, the main idea of the life
insurance pricing will be explained in the following analysis. Here we simply choose to
work with life table functions, death (or survival) probability, in a discrete time
framework------ their expressions will be on an annual basis (as defined in Chapter 2).
Suppose that a person aged x owns a whole life insurance contract, which guarantees
that a specific amount of money as death benefit will be paid to a designated beneficiary
upon the death of the insured. The price of the insurance contract depends on both the
amount of death benefit that is required and the remaining lifetime of the insured Tx. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, the maximum age (co) in life table is usually up to 105. By
applying the distribution of collective probability of death (or survival) of the population,
the mean value of the remaining lifetime for a person aged x can be obtained by summing
the probabilities for him (or her) to die at any time (until age 105), which is given by:
olios-,<7, =Pr ( 0 <TX < 105 - x )
105—
jc
k\Qx
’

S

k= 0

105—
jc
=

k-1
1Qx+k IT 1Px+i
k=0
i=0

where *| ^ * denotes the probability that a person at age x will survive k years and die
within the next year.
On the other hand, since the net single premium of the insurance is paid at time 0 and
the death benefit payment will be made at some time in the future, a discount function is
needed to discount the future cash flow back to the present value. Therefore, the value of
the whole life insurance contract should equal to the discounted expected value of death
benefit. If we assume the discount rate is equivalent to a constant effective annual rate of
interest i (annually compounded), then the discount factor v equals to 7/(7+/). If $1000
death benefit is defined as a unit claim, then the net single premium of the whole life
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insurance policy can be expressed as follows:
105—jc

A ^ lO O O X ^ v -

k=0

.

Note that the actuarial present value for the whole life insurance calculated in the
formula above is for the case in which the death benefit is paid at the end of the year of
death. However, in practice, life insurance companies consider most benefits as payable
at the moment of death and earn interest on those benefits until the payments are actually
made. Because of this, the relationship between insurances payable at the moment of
death and the end of year of death has been studied (Bowers N. L., Gerber H. U. and
Hickman J. C. et al., 1997). Under the assumption of a uniform distribution of deaths
between integer-valued ages, this general relationship can be expressed as

where i denotes the effective interest rate per period and 8 denotes the force of interest
( 8 = In (1 + /)). Supposing interest is compounded annually, the effective interest rate i is
same as the annual interest rate r. According to the International Actuarial Notation, the
symbol for the actuarial present value of an insurance payable at the moment of death is
the symbol for the corresponding insurance payable at the end of the year with the bar
added. So, Ax here denotes the net single premium of whole life insurance with entry age
of the insured at x and benefit payable at the moment of death, which can be written in
the form
___

• 105—jc

A , = 1 0 0 0 - £ , | f t v**[ .

° k=0

As for the value of n-year term life insurance, we can follow the same logic and only
need to change the domain of remaining lifetime (0, 105-x] from the whole life insurance
to the time period of coverage (0, n] by the term insurance. Then, for an n-year term life
insurance issued at age x, with benefit payable at the end of the year of death, we have

-
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1

1000 £ .i « . - * ' ■
¿=0

where

-1

k
k \Q x —

l^ jc + fc O 1P x + i •

i=0

Given that the death benefit is paid at the moment of death and the deaths are assumed to
occur uniformly in a year, the expression of the net single premium of the n-year term life
insurance is as follows

By applying the sex- and age-specific death probabilities obtained in Chapter 2 for
Canada, US and Japan in 1990 and 2006 to the above formulas, the net single premiums
with a unit claim of $1000 are calculated for both whole life and term life insurance
policies. With assumed interest rate as 3%, the results obtained for Canada are
diagramatically presented in Figures 3.1 through 3.3. Here, we assume that the entry age
of the insured for both term and whole life insurance doesn’t exceed 65.

Figure 3.1: The net single premium of 10-year term insurance (Canada)
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Figure 3.2: The net single premium of 20-year term insurance (Canada)

Age

Figure 3.3: The net single premium of whole life insurance (Canada)
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As can be seen from all the three figures above, the net single premium increases
with the entry age of the insured, which makes intuitive sense. For both whole life and
term life insurance, premium will cost more at older ages, because the probability of
dying increases with age. In addition, in both term life and whole life insurance policies,
insured males are shown to pay higher premiums for each entry age, due to the relatively
higher level of mortality rates.
For term life insurance, the premium curves (Figure 3.1 and 3.2) are almost flat until
age 40, and then begin to move up with a rising rate of increase. That is because the death
probability at early ages is very low and only after middle age the probability of dying in
next 10 or 20 years rises sharply. Unlike term life insurance, Figure 3.3 shows that the
premiums for whole life insurance increase steadily throughout the entire span of entry
ages, which is nearly exponential. Since the benefit payment is certain to be made in the
case of whole life insurance, the only reason for different premiums of unit claim is
“when to pay” ------the higher death probability, the sooner to pay, then the higher the
premium will be.
Moreover, the premiums of short-term insurance (eg: 10-year) with the unit claim at
each entry age are much less than those of long-term insurance (eg: 20-year), and both of
them are far less than those of whole life insurance. These results are consistent with our
intuitive expectation------the longer period of coverage, the higher probability of dying.
Insurance is always more expensive when the insurer expects a higher probability of
paying the death benefit.
It is quite clear that the mortality improvements of the last two decades drag the
premiums of both term life and whole life insurance down. The difference between 1990
and 2006 premiums is more significant for male insured than for female.
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3.1.2

The Impact of Mortality Improvement

In order to compare the impacts of mortality changes on pricing of life insurance products
in Canada, US and Japan, we take males as an example and display the premiums of
some selected age groups in Table 3.1.

Age

10-Year Life
Insurance Premium ($)
Canada

US

Whole Life
Insurance Premium ($)

20-Year Li Fe
Insurance Prem urn ($)

Japan Canada

US

Japan

Canada

US

Japan

0

15.15

19.73

14.79

17.14

22.84

16.24

121.69

137.89

119.07

5

1.12

1.60

1.01

5.34

8.65

4.03

124.77

138.74

121.81

10

2.69

4.22

1.96

7.88

13.24

6.06

144.11

160.18

140.72

15

5.68

9.49

4.07

10.57

17.95

8.52

166.42

184.70

162.56

20

7.00

12.21

5.53

12.63

21.81

11.13

190.81

210.94

187.00

25

6.62

11.51

6.02

14.87

25.15

14.36

217.59

238.40

214.13

30

7.63

13.08

7.58

20.63

33.57

20.64

249.02

270.85

245.49

35

11.18

18.58

11.29

31.84

49.39

31.84

285.73

309.03

281.71

40

17.64

27.98

17.73

50.35

73.96

49.88

327.53

352.15

322.82

45

28.17

42.40

28.03

79.39

110.15

77.81

374.36

399.81

368.79

50

44.97

64.06

44.21

123.77

161.95

120.07

426.20

451.79

419.62

55

71.40

96.20

69.40 189.35

233.53

182.06

482.83

507.74

475.13

60

112.36 143.08

108.03 281.36

327.58 268.85

543.84

567.13

534.90

65

174.33 209.79

166.03 400.85

442.55 382.12

608.61

629.33

598.35

Table 3.1: The net single premium (selected age groups) for a unit claim
for insured males in 2006 (i = 3%)
Because it has the lowest level of mortality rates among the three countries in 2006,
Japan shows the smallest whole life insurance premiums at all entry ages, followed by
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Canada and US in sequence. However, observe that the term life insurance policies with
unit claim cost even less in Canada than Japan for entry ages between 30 and 40 in 10year term and for entry age 30 in 20-year, while for other ages the premiums in Canada
are slightly higher than those in Japan. That is consistent with the results in Chapter 2 that
Canada has slightly lower mortality rates than Japan for males during the middle ages
from 35 to 50.
By using

and p\ to denote the net single premiums under the mortality tables in

1990 and 2006 respectively, the relative change of the premium due to the mortality
improvement in the last two decades (denoted as A ) is given by:
A=(Pt -P0)/P0 .

In the following graphs, three different assumed interest rates (2%, 3% and 5%) are
used to calculate the relative changes in premiums for each contract. The results are
described in Figures 3.4 to 3.7.

Figure 3.4: The relative decrease of net single premium of 10-year term life
insurance: Canada, males
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Figure 3.5: The relative decrease of net single premium of 10-year term life
insurance: Canada, females

Figure 3.6: The relative decrease of net single premium of 20-year term life
insurance: Canada, males
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Figure 3.7: The relative decrease of net single premium of 20-year term life
insurance: Canada, females
Due to the improvement of mortality over the period from 1990 to 2006 in Canada,
the changes of net single premiums of term policies are characterized in the following
aspects. First, net single premium declines as mortality improves, while the relative
decrease changes with the entry age of the insured. That is probably because the extent of
improvement in mortality is different with age. The higher the mortality improvement,
the more the premium declines. Second, the relative decrease in premium is more
prominent for female than for male during childhood, but post childhood the relative
decrease for female turns to be smaller than for male after a sharp decline. The reason is
that females in Canada have seen a very significant improvement in child mortality but
except for that the decrease in female mortality is mediocre compared with that for male,
as seen in Figure 2.2.
However, comparing the short-term with long-term life policies, with different
interest rates assumed, the curves of relative decrease in the premiums for 10-year term
policy are observed to be quite consistent, while the corresponding ones for 20-year term
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policy appear to be more sensitive to the changing interest rates. Besides, it is also clear
that the mortality improvement has more obvious impact on the short-term (10-year) life
insurance policy than the long-term policy, due to the bigger relative changes in
premiums over age.
For whole life policy, the changes of net single premiums are shown in Figures 3.8
and 3.9. Similarly, the net single premium of the whole life insurance also declines with
the entry age of the insured. However, compared with term life policy, its relative
decrease is much less volatile, steadily declining as the entry age of the insured rises.
This is because the impact of mortality changes accumulates with age during the entire
life span. In addition, the relative decrease in premium becomes enhanced with rising
interest rates. Due to the long period of coverage in whole life policy, the stronger
discount effect from interest rate on premium makes the relative change in premium
become larger. In contrast with term life insurance, the relative decrease of premium for
female is smaller than for male at each entry age.

Figure 3.8: The relative decrease of net single premium of whole life
insurance: Canada, males
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Figure 3.9: The relative decrease of net single premium of whole life
insurance: Canada, females

3.2 Pricing of Non-participating Life Annuity
Similar to term and whole life policies, a life annuity is also a financial contract in the
form of insurance product. With continuously improving longevity, people usually
purchase life annuities in order to provide a series of secured future payments as an
income during retirement. By doing this, the risk of uncertainty about remaining lifetime
is transferred from the individual to the insurance company. That is, purchase of a life
annuity removes the risk of outliving one’s resources during retirement (longevity risk),
so in this sense a life annuity is always regarded as one type of longevity insurance
(Creighton A., Jin H. and et al, 2005).
However, from another point of view, life annuities may be considered as the “mirror
image” of life insurance (Milevsky, 2006). The reason is that in life insurance policies,
people usually make a series of a fixed amount of payments (eg: monthly, quarterly or
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annually) in order to obtain a predetermined considerable death benefit that will pay off
upon death; while in life annuities, people usually need to pay a large premium (either in
a lump sum or by a series of regular payments) in exchange for a series of secured
payments in the future. Also, regular payment of a life annuity is contingent on survival,
while death benefit payment of life insurance is contingent on death.
There are various particular forms of life annuities. But, like life insurance policies,
they can be classified into two basic categories, temporary and permanent. The former
one is known as (n-year) temporary life annuity, in which the annuity payment stream is
limited to a given term of period; while the latter one is known as whole life annuity, in
which the issuer provides regular payments for the annuitant until death.
In order to understand the difference between temporary and whole life annuities, a
simple example is presented. Say a 50-year-old male bought a life annuity and starts to
receive annual payment from age 65. If it is a whole life annuity (with no guarantee or
certain period), the annuitant will receive regular annual payment starting from age 65
and for the rest of his life. But if he dies after buying the annuity contract but before age
65, then his spouse or family receives nothing and the accumulated fund of his premium
is forfeited. That is, although the payment stream has an unknown duration, the annuitant
is faced with the risk of losing the whole amount of premium. If the contract he owns is a
(n-year) temporary annuity (with no guarantee or certain period), then a stream of annual
payments will be received while the annuitant is alive, but with maximum n-year
payments. But if the temporary annuity policy has a 10-year certain period, then the
annual payment will be made to the beneficiary a total of 10 years, even though the
annuitant dies earlier. Since certain regular payments are guaranteed for a term of period
(10 years) even in the worst scenario, given the same premium, the annual payment
received with guaranteed period would be lower than that with zero year certain, as
supported by the empirical evidence in Milevsky (2006).
Besides the basic two categories we introduced above, more detailed conditions
added to the contract, result in more different forms of life annuities. In order to simplify
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the analysis without losing generality, here we focus our interest only on the whole life
annuity.

3.2.1

Pricing of Life Annuity Policies

Analogous to the pricing of whole life insurance policies, we can use a similar technique,
step by step, to get the expression for the net single premium of whole life annuity.
Suppose that an x-year-old person owns a whole life annuity contract which
guarantees a series of regular payments starting at age y and continuing to the end of his
life. Although life insurance is contingent on death while life annuity is contingent on
survival, the remaining lifetime Tx is needed in the pricing of both policies. Besides, the
price of life annuity also depends on the amount of regular payment that annuitant is
supposed to receive.
Similarly, if the limiting age in life table is 105 and the regular payments from the
annuity starts at age y, by applying the distribution of collective probability of death (or
survival) of the population, then the expected remaining lifetime with regular payments
for a annuity contract bought at age x can be expressed as:

Pr( y - x <

105-y
7; <105-*)=y_xpx Yk=0, kPy
105-y
y-x+kPx
>
k=0
105-yy-x+k-\
= zk=0 ni=0. ^

where y_x+kp x denotes the probability of a individual aged x will survive y-x+ k years
and attain age y+k.
In like manner, since the regular payments will be made starting at age y in the future,
in order to calculate the price of the annuity, we need to discount the future cash flow
back and get its present value. That is, the value of the whole life annuity contract should
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equal the discounted expected value of the regular payments to the annuitant. Similar to
life insurance, here we also assume the discount rate equals to a constant effective annual
rate of interest /, so the discount factor v = l/(l+i). Continue to assume $1000 is a unit
claim, and the unit amount of annuity payment for each year is 10% of the unit claim.
That is, the annual payment of the unit claim is $100, which is in accordance with
Olivieri and Pitacco (2003).
If the age of getting initial annuity payment (y) is 65 (that is, regular payments start
at age 65 until age 105) and the regular payments are made at the beginning of each year
(which called a whole life annuity-due8), then the net single premium of the whole life
annuity with entry age x(x < 65 ) is given by
40

i!-j“« = 100 £ «-„.P, v“-” ‘ .
k= 0

By applying the sex- and age-specific mortality table for Canada, US and Japan in
1990 and 2006 to the formula above, the net single premiums of the whole life annuity
are calculated. With the interest rate assumed as 3%, the Canadian mortality results are
diagramatically presented in Figure 3.10.
From the Figure 3.10, we can see that the shape of the curves of premium for whole
life annuity is quite similar to those for whole life insurance in Figure 3.3. Of course,
there is also an obvious age effect in life annuity. Similar to life insurance, the net single
premium of annuity also increases with the entry age of the annuitant. That is, given the
same amount of regular payment each year, the older the annuitant is when purchasin the
contract, the larger the premium. This is because the regular payments for annuitant need
to be made sooner, and hence the accumulation period of the premium funded by interest
is shorter.

8 Here we choose annuity-due since it has a prominent role in actuarial applications. For example, most
individual life annuities are purchased by an annuity-due (Bowers N. L., Gerber H. U. and Hickman J. C. et
al., 1997).
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Figure 3.10: The net single premium of whole life annuity (Canada)
However, in contrast to life insurance, females in life annuity policies must always
pay higher premiums than males at any entry age. The reason for this is that females on
average have higher probability of longevity and therefore more regular annuity
payments must be made by the insurance company. Moreover, it is worth noting that the
gender gap on annuity premium increases with entry age. Since the regular payments of
annuity is life contingent, it matters whether the annuitant is a male or female. The sooner
the payments start, the more it matters.
Besides, it is also quite obvious that due to the different impact of mortality
improvement, the premiums of both genders in 2006 are higher than the counterparts in
1990 at any entry age, which is the opposite to life insurance. It makes intuitive sense that
if people live longer than expected, then insurance company must make more annuity
payments and hence should charge higher premiums. But for life insurance policies, the
lower mortality rates at each age, the less death benefit need to be made, the lower the
premiums that should be charged.
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As for the difference between the premiums in 1990 and 2006, the gap is more
significant for male annuitants than female, which is most likely due to the more
remarkable mortality improvement for males in Canada.

3.2.2

The Impact of Mortality Improvement

For the purpose of comparison on the impacts of mortality changes on pricing of whole
life annuity in Canada, US and Japan, we choose to show the premiums of some selected
age groups for males in both 1990 and 2006 (see Table 3.2).

Age

Whole life Annuity
Premium in 1990 ($)

Whole life Annuity
Premium in 2006 ($)
US

Japan

175.37

156.09

180.66

183.55

204.56

182.50

210.25

178.56

212.99

237.28

211.72

243.86

224.88

207.37

247.15

275.28

245.73

282.89

20

260.84

241.61

287.33

319.93

286.00

328.51

25

304.33

282.58

334.51

372.45

334.01

382.02

30

355.13

330.91

389.12

433.44

389.84

444.34

35

414.42

387.66

452.86

504.40

454.92

517.02

40

484.33

455.01

528.14

587.77

532.05

602.51

45

568.19

536.56

618.18

686.92

625.03

704.21

50

671.17

638.05

727.91

806.71

739.37

827.02

55

801.94

769.08

865.51

954.88

884.01

978.73

60

976.25

946.89 1045.56 1144.74 1074.31 1172.44

Japan Canada

Canada

US

0

142.12

131.01

157.20

5

166.29

153.85

10

193.00

15

65

1224.94 1204.70 1295.89 1400.68 1338.40 1431.94

Table 3.2: The net single premium (selected age groups) for a unit claim
for insured males in 1990 and 2006 (i = 3%)
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In contrast to the whole life insurance, with the lowest level of mortality rates among
the three countries, Japan shows the highest premiums of whole life annuity in both 1990
and 2006 at each entry age. In sequence, the annuity premiums in Canada are still in the
middle level, which is higher than Japan and lower than the US. Moreover, due to the
remarkable mortality improvement that happened in Canada during the last two decades,
the premium gap between Canada and Japan is much reduced at each entry age.
Same as Section 3.1.2, the premiums in 1990 and 2006 are respectively denoted as Po
and p\ , and the relative change of the premiums due to the mortality improvement is
denoted as A, which is given by

.

By applying the formula above and the assumed interest rates (2%, 3% and 5%), the
results of the relative changes for the whole life annuity premiums are obtained and
presented in Figures 3.11 to 3.12.

Figure 3.11: The relative increase of net single premium of whole life
annuity: Canada, males
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Figure 3.12: The relative increase of net single premium of whole life
annuity: Canada, females
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 suggest that net single premium rises with improved mortality,
however its relative change varies with the entry age. The relative change first shows a
steady decrease with age, followed by a sharp decline after age 50. That is the result of
the mixed impact of both mortality improvement and the discount effect of interest rates.
In contrast to the relative changes in whole life insurance premiums (Figures 3.8 and 3.9),
the trends exhibited here are almost precisely alike for different interest rates. Moreover,
the relative increase in premium is more significant for males than females, likely due to
the more significant mortality improvement for males. However, with the rising interest
rate, the relative increase in annuity premiums reduces.

3.3 The Effect of Interest Rate
As analyzed in sections 3.1 and 3.2, since the interest rate is used to discount the future
cash flow back to present value in the pricing of each policy, the impact of mortality
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improvement is not independent of the change in interest rate. By applying the Canadian
mortality table for males in 2006 (obtained in Chapter 2), with interest rate changing
from 0 to 5%, the net single premiums for both life insurance and annuity policies are
calculated, and the results are diagrammatically presented in the three-dimensional
figures 3.13 to 3.16.

S

Interest rate

A9e

Figure 3.13: The net single premium of 10-year term life insurance
for male insured: Canada, 2006
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Figure 3.14: The net single premium of 20-year term life insurance
for male insured: Canada, 2006
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Figure 3.15: The net single premium of whole life insurance for
male insured: Canada, 2006
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Figure 3.16: The net single premium of whole life annuity for male
insured: Canada, 2006
As seen from the shape of figures 3.13 to 3.16, the behavior of the surface for the
two term insurance policies are quite similar, while the surface for whole life insurance is
more likely to match that for whole life annuity. But they all have a common feature, in
that premiums all decline with increased interest rate. This is because, with higher
interest rates, discount effects are greater so the premium is lower.
Moreover, for whole life policies, such decline in premium with increased interest
rates gradually becomes less pronounced as entry age increases. This is probably because,
with growing entry age, there is a shorter period to discount and hence the decline in
premium (caused by the increased interest rate) gets smaller. However, for term life
policies, since in general the mortality impact becomes greater as entry age increases, the
decline in premium with increased interest rates is even more striking as entry age
increases up to and after 50.
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For term life insurance, the premium of the 20-year policy changes more smoothly
and has a less volatile dependence on age. The reason can be divided into two parts. First,
since the premium is calculated based on the cumulative effect of mortality, when the
coverage term of the policy is longer, the impact of the mortality at each age becomes
less influential. Besides, the longer the coverage term of the policy, the stronger the
discount effect will be. As indicated in Figures 3.13 and 3.14, the impact of interest rate
on the premium is more pronounced in 20-year policy than 10-year policy, especially
after entry age greater than 40. Therefore, in the pricing of the longer term policy, the
impact of interest is strengthened while the mortality effect at each age is weakened.
As for whole life policies, both insurance and annuity show a smooth increase in
premium with entry age. However, compared with insurance, the impact of interest rate
on premium seems less influential for annuities. That is, as entry age increases, the
relative decrease in premium with rising interest rates in whole life annuity is less than
that has been observed in the case of whole life insurance (See Figures 3.15 and 3.16).
This is probably because in the pricing of annuity contracts we need to discount a series
of relatively small amount of regular payments, whereas in the case of whole life
insurance a substantial death benefit in a lump sum is discounted. As a result, given the
same age pattern of mortality, one would expect a larger decline of premium to happen in
whole life insurance relatively than annuity, due to an increased interest rate.
The present chapter introduces the common actuarial methods of pricing different
products in life insurance business and investigates the impacts of mortality improvement
in the last two decades on the premiums of different policies. It is shown that with
improved mortality, the actual value of premiums in life insurance policies decrease
whereas those in annuity policies increase. Then, on average, those life policies that have
been sold would bring about losses on annuity business but profits on life insurance
business. This inverse impact on the two business lines creates a natural hedging
opportunity for insurance companies. In the next chapter, we will further study this
natural hedging potential and its effect on insurers’ financial solvency in response to
various improvements in longevity at different scenarios.
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Chapter 4

4

Impacts of Longevity Risk on Financial
Solvency of Life Insurance Company

As shown in Chapter 3, if people live longer than expected (i.e., population mortality
improves), for those life policies sold, the insurer will face an inevitable deterioration in
annuity book profits as regular payments persist longer but make unanticipated profits
from insurance because of a decline in death benefit claims. As expected intuitively, this
inverse impact of mortality improvement on the solvency position of annuity and life
insurance creates a natural hedging opportunity.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the financial solvency of a life insurance
company, with positions in both insurance and annuities in response to longevity risk.
Particular focus is devoted to determining whether a risk reduction could be pursued by
using life insurance to hedge the mortality risk of annuity and to what extent the offset
effect could be achieved.
In doing so, we firstly introduce the surplus process in the classical risk model,
which was developed based on the collective risk theory. After a short review, by
borrowing the basic idea behind the classical method, a modified risk model with respect
to life insurance business is developed in a discrete time framework. Both Canadian and
Japanese mortality data will be applied to this modified model, in which the variations in
the amount of insurer’s wealth over an extended period of time have been studied by
using Monte Carlo simulation techniques. The primary interest of this chapter is focused
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not upon the gains from life insurance or losses from annuity policies in response to the
changing mortality but upon the natural hedge potential inherent in a life insurance
portfolio (with both insurance and annuity products) and its effect on financial solvency
of an insurance company.

4.1

The Classical Risk Model

Risk theory was first developed by European actuaries to analyze risk fluctuations in the
business of insurance, measured by the difference between actual claim amounts and
expected claim amounts, in which there are two different points of view ------the collec
tive and the individual (Kahn P. M., 1962). Just as the name suggests, the individual risk
model considers individual policies and the claims produced by each policy, while the
collective risk model considers a risk portfolio or enterprise as a whole.
However, the development of a new phase of risk theory (beginning with the studies
of Lundberg) has led to a surge of the collective risk modelling (Daykin C.D, Pentikainen
T. and Pesonen M., 1994). Now recall the standard model for a risk process in collective
risk theory------the surplus of a portfolio of policies or an insurance company. With
respect to life insurance business, “surplus” here means the excess of initial fund plus
total premiums collected over total claims paid (Bowers N. L., Gerber H. U. and
Hickman J. C. et al., 1997).
According to this mathematical definition of surplus, an insurance company’s surplus
wealth at time t can be expressed as
X( t ) = x + c ( t ) - S ( t ) ,

t> 0

where x > 0 denotes the initial capital or surplus on hand at time 0, c(t) denotes aggregate
premiums collected within the period from time 0 to time t, and S(t) denotes the
aggregate claims paid through time t.
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As can be observed from the equation of the surplus process X(t), since S(t) can be
viewed as aggregate losses from the insurer, the surplus process is continuously depleted
as claims are paid. In this sense, the insurer’s surplus might vanish or even reach negative
value at a certain time. When this happens, we say that ruin occurs.
Finding the probability that the business will be ruined (i.e., the surplus of a risk
enterprise will become exhausted) is one of the principal topics for consideration in risk
theory. By definition, ruin or insolvency is said to occur if the insurer’s surplus reaches a
specified lower bound. Usually, the lower bound is set to be zero. Then the time when
ruin occurs is defined as
z = min ( t : t > 0 and X (t) < 0 ),
with the understanding that r = oo if ruin does not happen. Furthermore, the probability of
ultimate ruin considered as a function of initial surplus x over infinite time can be
expressed as
y/(x) = Prob(T<°°).
Since special focus is placed on the surplus process X(t) and the aggregate claims
process S(t), the aggregate premium process c(t) is generally considered to be a
deterministic function. The traditional approach in the collective risk theory is to assume
a constant premium rate c (c > 0) and set c(t) = ct. If we consider the surplus process X(t)
in a continuous time framework, then the surplus will increase linearly with slope c and
decrease by a certain amount when a claim is made. A typical sample path of the surplus
process is shown in Figure 4.1, where X(t-) denotes the surplus immediately before ruin,
and X( t) denotes the deficit at ruin.
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Figure 4.1: A typical sample path of surplus process
(with ruin occurring)
As for the aggregate claims S(t), if Ft- denotes the amount of the ith claim and N(t) is
a random variable denoting the number of claims (which clearly should take on
nonnegative integer values) produced by a portfolio of policies in the given time period
[0, t], then the insurer’s surplus at time t is given by:
N(t)

X( t ) = x + c t - Y J Yi
i=i

»

0

•

In order to make the model tractable, two fundamental assumptions are usually made:
first, {F,} are independent and identically distributed (positive) random variables; second,
the random variables (Mi)} and {F,} are mutually independent (Bowers N. L., Gerber H.
U. and Hickman J. C. et al., 1997).
The model of the insurer’s surplus above is quite simple and limited by its
assumptions (Powers M. R., 1995). However, since the model is very flexible in each
component (premiums, number of claims and claim size) and since it allows each
component to be modelled separately, there have been many widespread applications in
terms of pricing and solvency in life insurance business. Many models studying ruin
probabilities have been proposed and investigated based on this classical approach (e.g.
Albrecher H. and Kantor J., 2002; He Y., Li X. and Zhang J., 2003). In general, when
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different considerations apply to the selection of the distribution of N(t) (the number of
claims), different models of surplus process result. Among them, the Cramer-Lundberg
model is the most well-known. With the choice of Poisson distribution for N(t), the
aggregate claim process S(t) follows a compound Poisson distribution (Cai J., 2004).

4.2 Modified Insurance Risk Model
As can be seen from the review of the classical approach above, the insurer is treated as a
closed system, independent of economic markets (Powers M. R., 1995). On one hand, in
this classical model the premiums collected are simply fixed with a constant ra te -----this certainly could not reflect the effects of changing mortality patterns on the pricing of
life polices (which have been described in Chapter 2) and hence on the insurer’s
premiums income. That is, this classical theoretic risk model is restricted to capture the
uncertainty in claim amounts paid but tends to obscure the variability in aggregate
premiums by using its mean value as the constant premium rate c. On the other hand,
since the classical risk model is built on the closed system, financial investments of the
insurer are not included. In what follows, a modified risk model considering these two
limitations in terms of life insurance business will be proposed.

4.2.1

Hypotheses and Assumptions

In order to investigate the financial solvency of a life insurance company, with combined
positions in both life insurance and life annuities in response to longevity risk, the
modified risk model we are going to propose is subject to random fluctuations in both
cash inflow (including premium collected and investment income) and cash outflow
(claims paid). Given that in our model the life insurance company is studied in the
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context of a rational9 and efficient10 financial market, which means that the probability of
dying (or survival) will be updated every year according to the improving mortality
experience and hence the pricing of life policies will be adjusted annually to reflect this
improvement in mortality and the investments of the company produce no more than
average market return.
However, due to our emphasis on the impacts of longevity risk on insurer’s capital,
for ease of exposition, the impact of financial risks is disregarded in the following
analysis. We assume that the investment of excess of the income (surplus) is limited to
only the risk-free asset and hence none but risk-free interest rates of return will be
achieved. Moreover, the annual effective interest rate is assumed to be constant.
Nevertheless, this modified risk model still provides a useful means of analyzing the
insurer’s surplus process when faced with longevity risk. More details will be described
in the following part of the chapter, which contains simulation results.
The financial solvency of a life insurance company is investigated with reference to a
portfolio of whole life insurance and whole life annuity-due, since these products are in
particular affected by longevity risk over a long run period. In this modified risk model,
we assume that premiums are paid in a lump sum (as described in Chapter 3) and the
entry dates of newly purchased life policies are distributed uniformly over the calendar
year. Therefore, with respect to interest, if c(t) denotes the aggregate premiums collected
during the year f, then the total gain from premiums at the end of the year is equivalent to
c(t) — , which is equal to c(t)---- ----- (See Section 3.1.1 for more details).
S
ln(l + i)

9 A financial market is rational only if (i) it transmits ‘correct’ price signals to market participants, and (ii)
its evolution is not completely disconnected from the evolution of the ‘real economy’ (Liedekerke L. V.,
Gerwen J. V. and Cassimon D., 2000).
10 According to Miller, Vandome and Mcbrewster (2009), the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) in finance
asserts that financial markets are “informationally efficient”, meaning that it is impossible to consistently
achieve returns in excess of average market returns on a risk-adjusted basis by using any information that
the market already knows at the time the investment is made.
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Moreover, we assume that death benefits are paid at the end of the year. In order to
construct a random death environment in which the insured at the same age have the
same probability of dying within the given year, we adopt an approach that a death index
is assigned to each insured. As a Bernoulli random variable, the death index can take
value of either 1 (i.e., the insured dies within the given year) with certain probability of
dying q or 0 (i.e., the insured survives the year) with the probability of survival p = 1-q.
Furthermore, the probability of dying (or survival) for the insured depends not only on
his age but also on the given year, since mortality rate at each age will change on a yearly
basis.

4.2.2

Discrete Time Model

Given the hypotheses above, if $1000 is defined as a unit claim (See Section 3.1.1), then
within a discrete time framework the surplus of a portfolio (consisting of only life
insurance contracts) at the end of year t can be calculated as
•

N(t)

x ' r = x / “ ( i + 0 + c(t) — f — - £ 1 0 0 0 b ; x y/ ,

In(l + 0

m

where Xj™ denotes the surplus of the portfolio at the end of year t-1 (with X0/mdenoting
the initial reserve); i denotes the effective annual interest rate, which serves as both
investment and discount rates; c(t) is a nonnegative stochastic process denoting the net
aggregate premium of newly sold contracts in year t\ N(t) denotes the (random) number
of insured surviving until the beginning of year f, which represents a population pool of
surviving policy holders; Bj denotes the death index of insured j, which is based on his
age x and year t\ and Ytj denotes the claim size for insured j , as predetermined in the
insurance policy at the entry year. As in the classical model, the claim sizes { Ytj } are
i.i.d. (positive) random variables and mutually independent with N(t).
From the equation above, we observe that the gain in the surplus of portfolio during a
year consists of interest income earned on the capital available at the beginning of the
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year, plus time-averaged interest income earned on the continuous inflow of the net
premium (with approximately half of the annual interest rate, i.e.

*
ln (l + i)

i + _L), minus
2

total claims paid at the end of the year (to the insured who die randomly during the year).
As can be seen clearly from this recurrent equation, as the principal source of cash
inflow, the calculation of aggregate premiums c(t) as the principal source of cash inflow
is also subject to random fluctuations. Subsection 4.2.3 is devoted to discussing this issue
in more detail.
Similarly, let’s consider life annuity. As described in Section 3.2.1, the regular
payments to annuitant are made at the beginning of each year. Therefore, if $1000 is
defined as a unit claim and a regular payment (or living benefit) for each year is 10% of
the basic claim (or $100), then the surplus of a portfolio made with only whole life
annuity at the end of year t is
N(t)
Ann

__

x " - £ i o ° (i

(1 + i) + c(i)

ln(l + 1)

Compared with life insurance, since all annuity payments are made at the beginning of
each year, the capital of earning interest must exclude this part of fund as aggregate
payments to annuitants. Moreover, in comparison to life insurance, annuity payments are
contingent on survival, so 1- Bjx (as survival index) is used to denote the survival of
insured j.
Upon that, the insurer’s surplus at the end of each year can be obtained by merely
summing the capital from the two business lines (life insurance and annuity), which is
given by:
x t = x ; ns + X * nn.
In this approach, the annual surplus X t is split into two sources: insurance and annuity, in
which the behaviour of insurer’s surplus throughout time can be clearly explained by
different impacts of unexpected mortality changes on cash inflow and outflow in life
insurance and annuity.
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Moreover, as a useful measure of the risk in financial solvency of an insurance
company, the probability of ruin can be obtained when the surplus falls below zero as a
consequence of considerable unexpected aggregate claims for living (or death) benefits.
In order to make the mathematics more tractable, the probability of ruin in the classical
approach is defined over an infinite time horizon.
However, because of changes in the world of applications, the useful lifetime of a
model is limited, so a realistic planning horizon should be a finite period even if it might
be long (Bowers N. L., Gerber H. U. and Hickman J. C. et al., 1997). Therefore, only the
probability of ultimate ruin over a finite time horizon [0, 7] is considered in the following
analysis, which can be expressed as
y/T = Prob (r<T).
This will certainly lead to a downward bias in the estimate of ruin probability, but if the
period of observation is long enough then the bias may become negligible. When
simulation technique is employed, the estimate of ruin probability is given by the ratio of
the number of ruins to the total number of realizations in the simulation.

4.2.3

Aggregate Premiums

As shown in previous subsection, in our model we use a prospective approach to keep
tracking the death or survival benefits paid to the existing policy holders as well as the
net single premiums collected from newly insured or annuitants at each year and hence
obtain the annual surplus of the life insurance company. Therefore, the calculation of
premium in this model is based on both the entry year of the policy and the age of the
policy holder.
As noted earlier, for simplicity we don’t consider loadings for management expenses,
so only net single premiums are computed. Using the methods of pricing for life policy
(either insurance or annuity) introduced in Chapter 3, premium can be calculated for each
age by applying the mortality table at the given year.
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Given the age-specific net single premium P^x) for the insured (or annuitant) j aged x
at entry year t, the aggregate premium in the year t can be assessed as
K(t)

c(t)=Z P&xY/,
where K (t) denotes the (random) number of new polices (either insurance or annuity)
issued in year t and Ytj denotes the claim size of th e /h policyholder.

4.2.4

Mortality Projection

As described above, the prospective approach we applied in our model allows us to
investigate the trajectory of insurer’s surplus in the future in order to witness the financial
impact of longevity risk. In order to do so, the trend of future mortality improvement
needs to be represented.
In actuarial applications within the life insurance industry, a common approach to
mortality projections involves choosing a model, estimating the relevant parameters
based on mortality statistics and then extrapolating the recent trends (Leppisaari M., 2009;
Olivieri A., 2001; Pitacco E., 2007). However, models based on this approach commonly
do not allow for explicit quantification of uncertainty and the parameters are typically
based on recently observed trends (Wong-Fupuy, C. and Haberman, S., 2004) and hence
systematic underestimation of mortality improvements has usually been found in these
applications (Willets R., 1999). For simplicity, we do not want to address this matter.
Therefore, we will apply this approach to the projection of future mortality.
Adopting an extrapolation procedure, two assumptions should be borne in mind: (1)
the trend present in past data can be graduated by a particular function; (2) this
experienced trend will persist into the future (Pitacco E., Denuit M., Haberman S. and
Olivieri A., 2009). When adult ages are mainly concerned, the exponential model is
frequently used (Olivieri A., 2001). Hence, we suppose that the behavior of the
logarithms of the observed probabilities of dying is approximately linear. Further, instead
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of using the simplified version, we assume that the constant rate of mortality
improvement is age dependent. Applying the probability of death observed in 1990 and
2006, the constant rate of mortality improvement for age x (which is expressed in annual
terms) can be calculated from the formula
2006 _

Qx

1990

~ Qx

-£ (2 0 0 6 -1 9 9 0 )

e

Based on the formula above, we can find a value for the reduction factor of mortality
for each age. To derive death probabilities in future, one can just simply replace the base
year from 1990 to 2006 and input the target year for projection t instead of 2006:
2006

4.2.5

(i-2 0 0 6 )

Benchmark Parameters

After presenting the specification of our modified ruin risk model, in this subsection we
set the parameter values for the benchmark case (See Table 4.1). Suppose an insurance
company is founded at t = 0, namely 2006, and starts offering whole life insurance and
whole life annuity-due contracts at t = 1. At the time of founding, the initial wealth is
assumed to be $100,000, which is equally distributed between the two business lines
(insurance and annuity).
Life polices (for both insurance and annuity) are priced for net single premium by
usual actuarial methods. Neither of the two products in our model contains any options or
guarantees. Premiums of new contracts are collected uniformly during each year. Living
Annuity-due

Life insurance

Initial capital

CAD $50,000

CAD $50,000

Gender of policyholder

Male

Male

Coverage/ payout benefit period (years)

Whole life

Whole life

Method of premium payment

Net single premium

Net single premium
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(Nominal)

(Nominal)

Interest rate (discount /investment return)

3%

3%

Pricing mortality basis

Canada, 1990-2006

Canada, 1990-2006

Forecasted mortality basis

Exponential model

Exponential model

Number of new contracts (per year)

Normal (100, 102)

Normal (100, 102)

Entry age of the insured (per year)

Normal (50, 102)

Normal (35, 102)

Unit claim

CAD $1,000

CAD $1,000

Gamma (4, 25)

Gamma (4, 25)

Claim amount (per year)

(Mean = 4x25 =
100)

(Mean = 4x25 =
100)

Mortality improvement (per year)

75% x £

75% x £

Planning period of observation (years)

150

150

Table 4.1: Basic parameter assumptions in the benchmark case
benefits are paid at the beginning of each year while death benefits are paid at the end of
each year. In accordance with Daykin, Pentikainen and Pesonen (1994) and Olivieri and
Pitacco (2003), the constant annual interest rate is set equal to 3%, which is the medium
level of interest used in pricing different insurance products in Chapter 3. This is also
close to the constant interest rate (4%) used by Wang, Huang, Yang and Tsai (2010). As
in Griindl et al (2006), payments are fixed in nominal terms and all insured and
annuitants are male (extending to females is trivial and is achieved by applying the
mortality data for females).
For simplicity, we assume that the number of new insured of both products in each
year is normally distributed with a mean 100 and a standard deviation 10. This leads to a
portfolio composed of about half life insurance and half annuity business. In accordance
with Griindl, Post and Schulze (2006), we consider it as the result of the assumed
symmetric market structure. Because of insufficient empirical evidence on distribution of
the insured in life insurance companies, based on intuitive sense and limited case analysis,
we assume that the entry ages of both the insured and annuitants in each year follows a
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normal distribution with a standard deviation of 10 years------the former with a mean
age of 35 years and the latter with a mean age of 50 years.
For insurance products, claim amount as a random variable is only positive and its
distribution is skewed to the right (Bowers N. L., Gerber H. U. and Hickman J. C. et al.,
1997), so a Gamma distribution is selected, which is in accordance with the choice of He
et al (2003). We assume that the claim size of both insurance and annuity policies follows
a Gamma distribution with a = 4 and /? = 25 such that its mean equals 100 unit claims, i.e.
individual claim is on average $100,000, which is also the choice for the standard life
policy of Milevsky (2006).
As noted earlier in the introduction, although some scholars believe that the
remarkable decrease in mortality rates across all ages in past years will continue (eg:
Oeppen J. and Vaupel J. W., 2002), there are some other factors (eg: critical weather
conditions, epidemiologic transition, uncertainty about future degree of medical services)
that could have an adverse impact and hold back the experience of further mortality
improvement (eg: Conti et al, 2005; Swiss Re, 2004; Schmidt V. H., 2004). To this
purpose, we assume that the future reduction of mortality (after 2006) will continue but at
a slower pace------the constant rate of mortality improvement will be a quarter less than
the one achieved during 1990 to 2006. That is, the reduction rate of mortality for each age
will be 75% of Cx that we obtained in the previous subsection.
Furthermore, the planning period of observation ranges from t = 1 to 150 years,
which corresponds to 2006 and 2156 respectively. The number of simulated paths N is
equal to 10,000. The probabilities of dying used for pricing products in the first year (t =
1) are the male probabilities of dying in Canada 2007 obtained in the previous subsection.

4.3 Empirical Analysis for Natural Hedging
To investigate the impact of longevity risk on the insurer’s financial solvency, we
introduce longevity risk by assuming that the pricing of both products (insurance and
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annuity) is based on the mortality rates of the current year while the actual claims of the
insured or annuitants will depend on the future mortality rates, which are constantly
evolving over time. Therefore, although the mortality rates used for pricing will be
updated every year, there is still a time lag between the issue date of the policy and the
death time of the policyholder and the actual mortality rates of the insured or annuitants
are still unknown at their entry year. That is the longevity risk the insurer has to face in
our model, which gives rise to natural hedging opportunity.
In the following analysis, we calibrate the modified insurance risk model using
Canadian mortality data and then examine the experimental results in various scenarios to
shed light on the impact of longevity risk on an insurer’s life insurance and annuity
business respectively and on its overall portfolio.

4.3.1

The Impact of Mortality Improvement

Let us firstly consider the scenario without mortality improvement. In this case, with
longevity risk absent, the premium of each policy equals to the discounted expected value
of claims for death or living benefits. The mortality risk here appears only as the risk of
random fluctuations at the individual level, which is traditional in the insurance business
(Pitacco E., Denuit M., Haberman S. and Olivieri A., 2009). It is commonly thought that
this type of risk can be completely eliminated by selling enough contracts to get the law
of large numbers “working fully” (eg: Griindl H., Post T. and Schulze R. N., 2006;
Milevsky M. A., 2006). Therefore, hedging between insurance and annuity is not possible
in this situation.
According to the specifications of the model in previous section, all parameters in
this scenario except forecasted mortality basis (no mortality improvement) are as in the
benchmark case. Using Monte Carlo simulation techniques, numerical results are
diagrammatically presented in Figure 4.2 through 4.7. A bundle of realizations of
aggregate premiums collected and claims paid are plotted in Figure 4.2 as a function of
time. As can be seen, despite random fluctuations at all times, the behaviours of
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aggregate premiums and claims are quite c le a r------ for both insurance and annuity,
expected premium income remains constant over the whole time span while claims
payout starts out small and then mounts up to reach the equilibrium.
As for premium, the reason is that when mortality is expected to be unchanged at
collective level only the individual difference from average level is allowed to be
stochastic. So, there is no apparent trend in the deviation from the expected premium
income. In terms of claims, a similar trend is also found in the numbers of both deaths
and lives and average age of the insured and annuitants (See Figures 4.3 and 4.4). As
time moves on, with the number of policies sold increasing the portion of people at old
ages in the contract pool grows as well, therefore more payments need to be made for
both death and living benefits. However, when numbers of lives and deaths and average
age reach the equilibrium level, aggregate claims also stop growing and remain stable.
Moreover, the wealth trajectories for both insurance and annuity are illustrated in
Figure 4.5. For annuities, the surplus accumulates slowly in the beginning and then grows
very large, in which no adverse event appears. However, for insurance, the surplus first
grows to a very high level and afterwards losses are as likely to occur as profits. In this
case, both insurance and annuity business and insurer’s overall portfolio within the finite
time span considered (T= 150) are reasonably safe and no ruin happens (See Figures 4.5
and 4.6).
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Figure 4.2: Simulated realizations for aggregate premiums and claims
(without mortality improvement)

Figure 4.3: Simulated realizations for number of deaths and lives
(without mortality improvement)
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Figure 4.4: Simulated realizations for average age
(without mortality improvement)

Figure 4.5: Simulated realizations for surplus wealth
(without mortality improvement)
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Figure 4.6: Simulated realizations for total wealth
(without mortality improvement)
In the scenario with mortality improvement, the average lifetime of both the insured
and annuitants will be longer than what is expected. In terms of frequency of deaths, the
mortality rates of policyholders will be systematically below those in the mortality table
used for pricing both products. That is, the mortality risk here primarily appears as the
risk of systematic deviations from the aggregate mortality trend (eg: Grtindl H., Post T.
and Schulze R. N., 2006). Therefore, as indicated by Milevsky (2006), selling more
annuity and insurance will not eliminate this “idiosyncratic” risk. This is the longevity
risk considered in the following analysis.
As noted earlier, when faced with longevity risk, the insurer on average will incur a
loss on annuity business but make a profit on life insurance. Therefore, this inverse
impact on annuity and life insurance creates a natural hedging opportunity. The results for
our benchmark case are presented in Figures 4.7 to 4.11. Different from the results in the
first case, the aggregate premiums for insurance are constantly decreasing while those for
annuity are increasing over time (See Figure 4.7). However, the trend in aggregate claims
for insurance is similar to the first case, which is also found true for number of deaths in
both insurance and annuity (See Figures 4.7 and 4.8). Instead of approaching a (constant)
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equilibrium level, aggregate claims for annuity keep rising along time span. This apparent
trend is also presented in number of lives and average age for both insurance and annuity
(See Figures 4.8 and 4.9).
As shown in Figure 4.10, in contrast to the first case, the wealth for annuity is first
accumulated slowly and then drops sharply below zero, so ruin happens with probability
equal to one. In order to prevent annuity business from ruin, life insurance product
(whole life insurance) is used to hedge the loss. Simulated wealth trajectories for insurer
are illustrated in Figure 4.11. The ruin probability ( ^ 150) of the overall portfolio is
controlled in effect via product hedging, with mean 0.0733 and one-o confidence interval
[0.0704, 0.0762].
If we assume that all the insured and annuitants are female, Canadian female
mortality data is then applied to the model. It turns out that given the milder mortality
improvement for females at adult and senescent ages (See Figures 2.2 and 2.7), ruin
probability for annuity business drops to mean value of 0.0003 with one-o confidence
interval [0.0001, 0.0005]. Therefore, when both males and females are considered in the
contract pool, the actual results should be between the two extreme cases above.

50

100
Time

Time

Figure 4.7: Simulated realizations for aggregate premiums and claims
(benchmark case)
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Figure 4.8: Simulated realizations for number of deaths and lives
(benchmark case)

Figure 4.9: Simulated realizations for average age
(benchmark case)
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Time

Time

Figure 4.10: Simulated realizations for surplus wealth
(benchmark case)

Figure 4.11: Simulated realizations for total wealth
(benchmark case)
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In addition to the benchmark case, two more scenarios with mortality improvement
are considered: (1) 50% mortality improvement (i.e. the reduction rate of mortality for
each age is 50% of the one achieved during 1990 to 2006), and (2) 100% mortality
improvement (i.e. the rate of reduction in mortality is as same as that during 1990 to
2006). Given the same specifications of other parameters as in the benchmark case, the
numerical results for these two scenarios are presented in Figure 4.12 through 4.17.
Comparing Figure 4.12 with Figure 4.13, the stronger the mortality improvement is,
the steeper the slope of increase (or decrease) in aggregate premiums for annuity (or
insurance). On the other hand, an obvious positive relationship between mortality
improvement and the aggregate claims for annuity is also clearly seen. This reflects the
fact that if people live longer, the insurer needs to pay more living benefits to annuitants.
However, this is not the case for life insurance. The reason is that when people live
longer than expected, the payments required for death benefits will only be postponed but
claim amounts will not increase. Therefore, wealth accumulated in life insurance is larger
in the presence of stronger mortality improvement, but wealth trajectories for annuity
show just the opposite (See Figures 4.14 and 4.15).
When mortality improvement increases from 50% to 100%, the ruin probability for
annuity business has mean value from 0.2174 (with one-o confidence interval [0.2116,
0.2232]) to 1. If product hedging is taken into account, then the ruin probability of the
overall portfolio on average is 0 for the former case and 0.9984 (with one-o confidence
interval [0.9980, 0.9988]) for the latter (See Figures 4.16 to 4.17). These results show that
the wealth gained in insurance business is not enough to hedge the loss incurred in
annuity in terms of 100% mortality improvement after we control other variables under
benchmark case, in which insurer experiences a very low return on investment (i.e. 3%)
and has a balanced business composition (i.e. the overall portfolio composed of about
half life insurance and half annuity business). That is, if a strong mortality improvement
is indicated, then the natural hedging strategy alone cannot necessarily eliminate all the
longevity risk.
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x 10
-Aggregate Premiums (Insurance)
-Aggregate Claims (Insurance)

Aggregale Premiums (Annuity)
Aggregate Claims (Annuity)

Figure 4.12: Simulated realizations for aggregate premiums and claims
(50% mortality improvement)

Figure 4.13: Simulated realizations for aggregate premiums and claims
(100% mortality improvement)
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Figure 4.14: Simulated realizations for surplus wealth
(50% mortality improvement)

Figure 4.15: Simulated realizations for surplus wealth
(100% mortality improvement)
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x 108

Figure 4.16: Simulated realizations for total wealth
(50% mortality improvement)

x 109

Figure 4.17: Simulated realizations for total wealth
(100% mortality improvement)
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If Japanese mortality data (for males) is applied to the model, given the same
specifications of other parameters as in the benchmark case, the numerical results are
presented in Figure 4.18 through 4.21. To be able to compare the impact of various
mortality improvements on the ruin probability of insurers, numerical results for different
scenarios are presented in Table 4.2.
Ruin probability for
annuity business
Scenario 1:

Ruin probability for
whole portfolio

Mean = 0

Mean = 0

Mean = 1

Mean = 0.0733

No mortality improvement
(Canada, males)
Scenario 2: (Benchmark case)

Cl = [0.0704, 0.0762]

75% mortality improvement
(Canada, males)
Scenario 3:

Mean = 0.0003

75% mortality improvement
(Canada, females)

Cl = [0.0001,0.0005]

Scenario 4:

Mean = 0.2174

50% mortality improvement
(Canada, males)

Cl = [0.2116, 0.2232]

Scenario 5:

Mean = 1

Mean = 0

Mean = 0

Mean = 0.9984
CI = [0.9980, 0.9988]

100% mortality improvement
(Canada, males)
Scenario 6:

Mean = 0.9905

Mean = 0.0005

75% mortality improvement
(Japan, males)

Cl = [0.9894, 0.9916]

CI = [0.0002, 0.0008]

Table 4.2: Ruin probability under various mortality improvement assumptions
As shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.5, Canada has seen a more remarkable mortality
improvement for males in particular in young adult and senescent stages than Japan.
Therefore, compared with Canada (Fig. 4.7), Japan shows a slightly lower level of
aggregate premiums in life insurance at the beginning (T = 0) but afterwards a somewhat
higher level (T = 150) due to higher mortality rates (See Fig. 4.18). Moreover, the
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aggregate claims in annuity for Japan are clearly less than that for Canada at T = 150,
which is because a lower level of mortality improvement in senescent ages makes Japan
has higher senescent mortality rates after a long period and hence annuity payments are
made on average for shorter periods of time than the case for Canada (See Fig. 4.18).
These results can be further confirmed in Figure 4.19, in which the number of lives in
both the insured and annuitants for Japan are less than those for Canada at T = 150 years.
In contrast to Canada, the lower level of mortality improvement (especially during
old ages) in Japan makes the insurer have slightly less wealth accumulated in insurance
business but incur much less loss in annuity business (See Figure 4.20), although the ruin
probability for annuity business drops only slightly from unity to mean value of 0.9905
with one-o confidence interval [0.9894, 0.9916]. As a result, the ruin probability of the
overall portfolio declines from mean value 0.0733 (in the case of Canada) to 0.0005 with
one-o confidence interval [0.0002, 0.0008] (in the case of Japan).

Figure 4.18: Simulated realizations for aggregate premiums and claims
(Japan, males)
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Figure 4.19: Simulated realizations for average age
(Japan, males)

Time

Time

Figure 4.20: Simulated realizations for surplus wealth
(Japan, males)
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x 10®

Figure 4.21: Simulated realizations for total wealth
(Japan, males)

4.3.2

The Impact of Business Composition

As shown in previous section, the basic idea behind the natural hedging strategy is to
utilize the surplus gained in insurance business to make up the loss incurred in annuity
business, when exposed to longevity risk. However, this offset effect gained by product
hedging is not independent of the business composition of the insurer. To examine
different outcomes under different business compositions, we introduce a variable s
which describes the ratio of annuity business to insurance business. For example, in our
benchmark case 5 = 1. In addition, there are three more cases to be considered: (1)5 = 0.5,
(2) s = 1.5 and (3) 5 = 2. When s = 0.5 (or s = 2), i.e. the annuity business is half (or twice)
of life insurance business, we assume that the mean value of the number of entered
annuity contracts per year is 50 (or 200), given that there are 100 newly entered contracts
on average in life insurance.
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In addition to the benchmark case, probability of ruin within 150-year finite time
horizon is also calculated for these three cases (given other parameters fixed at their
benchmark values) and the results are displayed in Table 4.3 and illustrated in Figure
4.22. As seen in Figure 4.22, when the business ratio is equal to 0.5, life insurance
accounts for the majority of the portfolio, therefore the total loss from annuity business is
completely covered by the surplus obtained from life insurance and hence the ruin
probability of the whole portfolio is 0. With the business ratio s = 1 (i.e. benchmark case),
the insurer has a more balanced business. In this case, longevity risk imposes a small
effect on the portfolio ------ the mean of ruin probability is only 0.0733 (with one-o
confidence interval [0.0704, 0.0762]) and the overall business within the finite time span
(T = 150) is still reasonably safe.
According to the Canadian life insurance industry data, in 2009 premium incomes
from individual annuities and life insurance reached $17.1 and $11.5 billions respectively
(CLHIA, 2010). However, given the same claim, premium for annuity is higher than life
insurance for each entry age (See Tables 3.1 and 3.2). So, the business composition ratio
(s) for a typical Canadian life insurance company could lie between 0.5 and 1.
Ruin probability for
whole portfolio
Scenario 7:

Mean = 0

Business composition ratio s = 0.5
Benchmark case (Scenario 2)

Mean = 0.0733

Business composition ratio s = 1

Cl = [0.0704, 0.0762]

Scenario 8:

Mean = 0.8358

Business composition ratio s = 1.5

CI = [0.8325, 0.8391]

Scenario 9:

Mean = 0.9974

Business composition ratio s = 2

CI = [0.9669, 0.9979]

Table 4.3: Ruin probability under various business composition assumptions
However, when business ratio s = 1.5, which means life insurance is only half of
annuity business, the loss from annuity part is too large compared with the surplus from
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insurance.

The probability of ruin on average reaches as high as 0.8358 (with a =

0.0033). In the case of s = 2, ruin probability is almost equal to unity, that is, ruin of
insurer is certain sooner or later. Therefore, we conclude that a desired natural hedging
effect (i.e. controlling the ruin probability at a very low level or zero) can be obtained by
maximizing the number of life insurance policies sold. In the case of medium or strong
longevity risk, it is always optimal to sell more life insurance policies. The higher the
business ratio s is, the more desired natural hedging effect can be, and hence the smaller
impact on insurer’s overall portfolio imposed by longevity risk.
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Figure 4.22: Simulated ruin probabilities by various business compositions
(within 150-year period)

4.3.3

The Impact of Interest Rate

As noted earlier, since interest rate serves as both discount rate for pricing different
products and rate of return on investment, the influence of interest rate on both the extent
of natural hedging effect and its impact on the probability of ruin for the overall portfolio
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in response to the longevity risk is ambiguous and not negligible, therefore it is worth to
be studied. Therefore, different outcomes under different interest rates are presented in
this section (See Table 4.4), given the same specifications of other parameters as in the
benchmark case.
Ruin probability for
annuity business

Ruin probability for
whole portfolio

Mean = 0

Mean = 0

Scenario 11 :

Mean = 0.7205

Mean = 0

Interest rate = 2%

Cl = [0.7159, 0.7251]

Benchmark case (Scenario 2)

Mean = 1

Scenario 10:
Interest rate = 1%

Cl = [0.0704, 0.0762]

Interest rate = 3%
Scenario 12:

Mean = 0.0733

Mean = 1

Mean = 0.1471
Cl = [0.1440, 0.1502]

Interest rate = 4%
Scenario 13:

Mean = 0.9997

Mean = 0.0194

Interest rate = 5%

Cl = [0.9995, 0.9999]

Cl = [0.0181, 0.0207]

Scenario 14:

Mean = 0.9726

Mean = 0.0015

Interest rate = 6%

Cl = [0.9707, 0.9745]

Cl = [0.0012, 0.0018]

Scenario 15:

Mean = 0.6565

Mean = 0.0001

Interest rate = 7%

Cl = [0.6524, 0.6606]

Cl = [0.0000, 0.0002]

Scenario 16:

Mean = 0.1921

Mean = 0

Interest rate = 8%

Cl = [0.1880, 0.1962]

Scenario 17:

Mean = 0.0253

Interest rate = 9%

Cl = [0.0242, 0.0264]

Scenario 18:

Mean = 0.0013

Interest rate = 10%

Cl = [0.0010, 0.0016]

Mean = 0

Mean = 0

Table 4.4: Ruin probability under different interest rate assumptions
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As indicated by Figure 4.23, when interest rate increases from 0 to 10%, the
probability of ruin for annuity business starts from 0 and then rises up sharply to 1, stays
at level of unity as interest rate moves during the middle range, and then drops steeply
down to a very low level (almost 0) afterwards.
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Figure 4.23: Simulated ruin probabilities for annuity business
under different interest rates (within 150-year period)
As shown in Section 3.3, when interest rate is very low (eg: 1%), the net single
premium is quite high, which is almost equal to the claim size for both whole life
insurance and annuity, therefore capital inflow from premiums is considerable as
compared to the volatile capital outflow (i.e. aggregate claims). After the period of wealth
accumulation (in the first about 50 years), a large amount of surplus capital is enough to
cover the loss and sustain the business for a quite long time (i.e. more than 200 years in
our case).
However, as interest continues to increase to the middle level (between 3% and 6%
in our case), the premium income becomes fairly small as compared to the aggregate
claims. Therefore it turns out that the loss incurred is larger than the wealth accumulated
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and the probability of ruin starts to increase and then remains at a very high level. But
afterwards, when interest rate is high enough (i.e. 9%) to maintain a balance between the
wealth accumulated and the payments required in the first 100 years in our case, wealth
later will mount up sharply and hence ruin does not occurs.
In order to prevent annuity business from ruin, the insurer accumulates wealth out of
insurance income to cover annuity losses. As illustrated in Figure 4.24, under a balanced
business composition (i.e. s = 1), natural hedging certainly reduces the probability of ruin
to a very low level in most cases. For example, after adopting the strategy of natural
hedging, with interest rate 5% the ruin probability for the overall portfolio on average is
only 0.0194 with one-a confidence interval [0.0181, 0.0207] as compared to the ruin
probability of annuity around 1.

Figure 4.24: Simulated ruin probabilities for overall portfolio
under different interest rates (within 150-year period)
In sum, we find that a desired effect of natural hedging on risk reduction can be
obtained when interest is either very low or high. As interest is in the middle range, in
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order to obtain desired effect on risk reduction, insurer needs to take measures to either
lower the business ratio of annuity to insurance or increase the rate of return on capital.
Nevertheless, natural hedging (i.e. hedging by diverse products) in general is a feasible
risk management tool to reduce ruin probability and improve the solvency position of
insurer.
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Chapter 5

5 Conclusions
This thesis presents a comprehensive analytic and numerical analysis of practical
implications of longevity risk (i.e. the mortality risk arising from the uncertain systematic
deviations lower than the assumed mortality especially during adult and old ages) in life
insurance business. The major emphasis has been placed on the impacts of the possible
increases in population longevity on pricing different products and financial solvency of
insurance companies in different scenarios.
To understand the current trend of mortality improvement at different life stages over
recent years, the Heligman and Pollard model is applied to capture the sectional changes
in age patterns of mortality from 1990 to 2006 by eight parameters. The changes in the
value of these parameters give an important clue that significant changes have occurred
over the period considered. Further analysis on general mortality trend confirms this
point.
According to Canadian data, a very rapid decline in infant and child mortality has
been observed over the last two decades and moreover a remarkable improvement in
male child mortality brings about a reduction of gender differentials in mortality at early
ages. This is also the case for the adult and senescent period, although a higher level of
mortality is still found for males than for females.
By applying the common actuarial methods of insurance pricing, the net single
premium at each age (x < 65) is calculated for different products, including term and
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whole life insurance as well as whole life annuity. As the results demonstrate, along with
the improved mortality trend, the magnitude of changes and even the direction of change
in premium vary from insurance to annuity.
First, if people live longer than expected, the premium in life insurance decreases
while the premium in annuity increases at each entry age. On the other hand, this
decrease in the premium of term and whole life policies is beneficial to the buyer, which
will help to stimulate the demand for life insurance, while annuity will be in the contrary
case. Second, when mortality drops off, a smaller relative decrease in premium makes a
worse case for insuring females than males in life insurance, while the annuity impact is
the opposite. Third, with mortality improving steadily, as interest rate rises, insurers
confront a larger relative decrease in premium of life insurance but a smaller relative
increase in premium of annuity.
The inverse impact of longevity improvement on life insurance and annuity enables
insurers to utilize their capital gain from insurance to cover their loss incurred in annuity.
To investigate this natural hedge potential inherent in the portfolio consisting of annuity
and life insurance elements, we develop a modified insurance risk model in a discrete
time framework, in which the variations in the amount of insurer’s wealth and ruin
probability over an extended period of time have been studied by using Monte Carlo
simulation techniques.
Our simulated results suggest that when natural hedging is taken into account, the
ruin probability of the portfolio is certainly controlled, but as a tradeoff there is a
significant reduction of total revenue. However, given that potential life policy buyers are
risk averse, a reduced ruin probability would encourage the demand for insurer’s policies
on each product type.
In addition, we examine the impact of different magnitudes of mortality improve
ment on insurer’s wealth and ruin probability as well and find that when the longevity
improvement is identified at a very high level the natural hedging strategy alone can not
necessarily eliminate all the risk. The reason is that the reduction in ruin probability
achieved is actually the composite result of the natural hedging effect in conjunction with
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a balanced business composition (i.e. the portfolio is composed of about half life
insurance and half annuity business) and a low rate of return on investment (i.e. 3%).
Furthermore, as two possible factors which affect insurer’s wealth trajectories and
probability of ruin, the impacts of business composition and interest rate are examined
respectively. In the case of intermediate or high-level longevity improvement, it is always
optimal to sell as many life insurance policies as possible. That is taking advantage from
diversification so that only a small number of clients are entitled to money. Finally, we
show that with natural hedging implemented, a desired effect of natural hedging on risk
reduction can be reached by either pricing with a low discount rate or gaining a high rate
of return on capital investment.
As most insurance companies are still exposed to longevity risks through their
annuity business, even if they reduce their exposure by pooling individual mortality
experience, we hope that our research containing statistical data, explicit scenario
calculation and numerical results can provide useful insights into the impacts of longevity
risk on insurer’s portfolio and the effects of natural hedging operations. Applied to the
insurance market, our results suggest that an insurer writing both life insurance and
annuities will have reduced risk relative to those writing only annuity policies (given that
other conditions are fixed).
It is worth noting that the mortality data used in our analysis is from the whole
populations. According to Cannon and Tonks (2008) and Finkelstein and Poterba (2002)
as well as Pitacco et al (2009), population data usually reveal higher mortality levels than
those in market tables for both the insured and annuitants. Therefore, the conservative
assessment of mortality used for pricing insurance policies leads to insurers making
unanticipated profits in higher premiums, while the lower premiums charged from
annuitants make insurers suffer losses in annuity policies. If larger mortality improve
ments are experienced by policyholders than the whole populations, worse results might
be anticipated in the ruin probabilities for both annuity business and insurer’s overall
portfolio.
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There are several ways that this thesis can be extended. We first could come to
consider stochastic interest rates for both discount factor and the return on the investment,
respectively. Another important extension of the work in the thesis is that a more rigorous
approach is needed in forecasting future mortality in order to provide stochastic
projections of average aggregate longevity. An analysis of the combined effects of
longevity risks and stochastic interest rates could provide more meaningful insights for
life insurance companies. Moreover, a more sophisticated insurance risk model, allowing
for participating policies with options, loading factors in pricing, regulatory requirements
on asset allocation, and expected policyholder deficit would make our simulated results
more realistic.
With respect to the mortality data used in our analysis, time series data on mortality
might be useful to capture the picture of the changes in age patterns of mortality over
time as there might be time effect on mortality changes. Moreover, by using time series
data, the relative contribution of environmental stochasticity to mortality rates (eg:
sudden jumps in mortality due to epidemic or natural disasters) could be reflected as an
important force in the management of longevity risk. Furthermore, instead of using
population data, applying life tables constructed by insurers based on the mortality
experiences of their own policyholders will make the natural hedging strategy more
practical.
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